[Section 1]
Headline Option 1: Rejuvenate

Your Business’s Image with a Fresh

New Look
Headline Option 2: Warm

Up Your Commercial Property with New

Paint
[Section 2]
Sub Headline:
Don’t wait until spring to freshen up your business space! Discover how easy it is to have
your commercial property space painted in 2021

[Section 3]
[Testimonial Here]

[Section 4]

The Power of a New Paint Job
Commercial properties take a lot of wear-and-tear. Does your building look fresh and professional?
Keeping your paint in good shape protects your commercial property and makes the right
impression!
Your customers feel more confident and inspired when your commercial space looks clean and
sharp, which means they’re more likely to do business with you.
Plus, the right hues and a tidy appearance in your workspace promotes productivity and focus
among your employees — it’s a scientific fact!
2021 is a year of renewal and restoration. Enhance your commercial property’s sense of
professionalism and express your expertise with a new paint job for your business. It’s an investment
in your reputation, property value, and overall brand strength!

[Section 5]

Why Book Your Commercial Building During Winter?
This is the off-season for painting. Everyone wants to get their commercial buildings painted during
spring and summer. Unfortunately, we painters can only take on so many jobs, so we fill up fast!
Every year, we have businesses approach us after winter has ended, wanting to get their space
freshened up. Then, we have to break the bad news to them: We can’t get to their job before the
end of the year.
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Don’t delay: book your quote for commercial painting services before the end of the season.
Consider it a powerful new way to welcome the warmer weather!

[Section 6]

Who is SAGE Painting?
SAGE Painting offers expert commercial painting with premium materials and extraordinary
attention to detail. It was founded by Sean Hersee, a born-and-raised Novocastrian and 5thgeneration painter with more than 20 years of experience. Under his leadership, SAGE has
developed a passionate, highly skilled team ready to transform your commercial space!
“The team at SAGE are above the rest. The workmanship and quality they deliver on all
projects speaks for their outstanding reputation within Newcastle.” - Kaleb Paten
[Section 7]

Why Choose SAGE Painting?
SAGE Painting is the award-winning painting company that Newcastle, Lake Macquarie, and Port
Stephens homeowners and commercial establishments trust with their projects. We pride ourselves
on our team of professional commercial painters who provide exceptional customer experience and
superior results. From the initial quote to the flawless end results, we prioritize the quality of our
work, so we can help our clients’ properties shine with a fresh new appeal!
Budget-Conscious: Every job has a budget, and we make sure we stick to yours by delivering
timely and cost-effective work.
Premium Materials: We use only the highest-quality paints and tools to ensure fantastic results.
This means we can offer a five- to seven-year guarantee on all projects!
Modern Approach: Our clients receive the best painting service possible for their home, thanks to
our innovative techniques and benefits of the latest technology in the industry.
FREE Colour Consultation: We know how important it is to achieve the right mood, image, and
aesthetic, so we help you choose the perfect hues with a complimentary $500 consultation.
Post-Project Clean-up: Unlike other tradesmen, we'll leave your place better than we found it.
Professional cleaners come with every job!

[Section 8]

The SAGE Mission
Our mission is to transform buildings into fresh, beautiful spaces by bringing a stunning, viewerconscious design to life, allowing residential and commercial property owners to realize their vision.
However, we can only do this with a professional team of dedicated craftsmen and women who
believe in their skills and passions!
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[Section 9]
[CTA button] Get a Free Quote
We quote on a job-by-job basis, so you get the best value for money. Fill out the form below to get in
contact with one of our expert team members today!
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